
SUSTAINABILITY 
FRAMEWORK COMMITMENT ASSOCIATED INITIATIVE / TARGET PROGRESS SDG ALIGNMENT

Sustainable 
insurance

Address the risks and 
opportunities related 
to climate change

Implement our three year Climate 
Change Action Plan (2018–2020)

Oversee implementation, monitoring 
and compliance of our underwriting 
and investment portfolio in line with 
our Group Energy Policy

Continue to embed consideration 
of ESG risks into our Group-wide 
risk management framework

Review Group Underwriting Standards 
in 2020 with reference to the proposed 
ESG in underwriting guide issued by 
Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI)

All SDGs

Collaborate with industry, 
government, community partners 
and other stakeholders to support 
the achievement of our priority 
United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals

Contribute to the development of 
a sustainable finance roadmap for Australia 
by 2020 through our membership of the 
Australian Sustainable Finance Initiative

All SDGs

Maintain ongoing participation in a range 
of external initiatives and partnerships 
to ensure a collaborative approach to 
addressing climate change

Responsible 
investments

Support impact investing 
as a means to raise capital to 
address global environmental 
and social issues while 
creating appropriate 
financial returns

Achieve our ambition to grow our total impact 
investments to US$2 billion by 2025 1 All SDGs

Invest in suitable social impact bond (SIB) 
opportunities across our global investment 
portfolio up to US$100 million 2

Customer and 
community

Develop a vulnerable customer 
strategy for the Australia 
Pacific Business

Building on our membership of the Financial 
Inclusion Action Plan program, roll out 
a foundational plan for Australia in 2020

Implement and roll out a vulnerable 
customer policy and staff training for 
Australia Pacific in 2020, and deliver process 
improvements for Australian customers 
experiencing hardship

Maintain a group-wide community 
engagement strategy in line with 
our priority SDGs

Maintain annual QBE Foundation budget of 
0.5% of previous year’s cash profit after tax

Refresh our global community engagement 
strategy by 2020

Support communities affected 
by natural disasters through 
the QBE Foundation

Work with partners Red Cross and 
Save the Children to develop and implement 
a global approach to disaster relief and resilience

Treat our customers fairly at every 
stage of the policy cycle, from 
product development/design 
through to post sales and claims, 
including complaints handling

Implement and roll out new Group Conduct 
Risk Policy across the divisions during 2020

Sustainability scorecard
We have outlined several commitments, initiatives and targets that enable QBE to stay focused on 
our sustainability priorities, address our material topics, and drive improved environmental, social 
and business outcomes. Our commitments and targets are aligned to our priority SDGs that we 
believe we can best support and advance. QBE’s Sustainability Committee will oversee progress 
on targets and regularly report to the Board Risk & Capital Committee and Group Executive 
Committee. We will disclose progress on our commitments annually in our Sustainability Report. 
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People and 
culture

Continue to focus on diversity 
and inclusion in the workplace 

35% of women in leadership by 2020

Maintain fair remuneration on a like-for-like 
role basis

Operational 
excellence

Minimise the impact of our 
operations on the environment

Use 100% renewable electricity for our 
operations by 2025

Achieve our science-based target 
of reducing scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions 
by 30% by 2025 (from 2018 levels)

20% reduction in air travel by 2021 
(from 2017 levels)

15% reduction in energy use by 2021 
(from 2018 levels)

Maintain carbon neutrality for our global 
business operations

Governance

Cultivate and continue to drive 
compliance awareness across 
the business

Roll out refreshed Code of Ethics and 
Conduct training on an annual basis

Aim to achieve 97% 3 completion of the 
Code of Ethics and Conduct training

Aim to achieve 97% 3 completion 
of Whistleblowing Policy (or local equivalent) 
training

Take measures to prevent 
involvement in human 
rights harm, including 
modern slavery

Publish an annual Modern Slavery and 
Human Trafficking Statement describing 
our actions to assess and address modern 
slavery risks in our business and across our 
supply chain during the financial year

Incorporate a focus on human rights in our 
2020 Code of Ethics and Conduct training 
for all employees to raise general awareness

Continue to be transparent 
about our tax contributions 
across the Group

Publish an annual Group Tax 
Transparency Report

1 This has an extension of our previous ambition set in 2019 of $1 billion by 2021 which is on track for achievement.

2 We have committed a minimum of $100 million, £100 million and A$100 million of premium income to the program from the United States, Europe and Australia Pacific respectively. 
These contributions will be made in addition to those from our select customers who elect to allocate 25% of their premiums to the initiative. 

3 Completion of compliance training is mandatory for all employees. QBE acknowledges that there may be a valid reason why some employees may not have completed this training. 
Our target completion rate accounts for these reasons. For example, ad hoc variances to HR/learning system outlining worker absences during training rollout. 

Key: New TargetOn TrackBehind
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